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African frontiers: walls to face threats 

Abstract: 

The construction of physical barriers along borders has been a constant throughout 
history. Contemporary walls have other purposes (immigration, counterterrorism, 
diseases control and/or pests...). More than 30 new walls have been raised after 
September 11th; 15 of them during 2016. There are several doubts about their 
usefulness and some people consider them more a temporary solution, oriented 
towards domestic public opinion, rather than useful tools for international relations. 
However, are they actually effective? 
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“Good fences make good neighbours” 
Medieval proverb 1 

 

Introduction 

The construction of physical obstacles2 along borders to fight invasions has been a 

constant trend throughout history, where barriers and defensive walls have regulated 

human and commercial flows. From a practical point of view they circumscribe a 

territory, while from the symbolic point of view they represent the assertion of 

sovereignty or power. Built to defend a territory against a real or figurative enemy, its 

effectiveness is put in question when reviewing certain historical facts. 

After the fall of the Berlin Wall (1989), we imagined a world without borders where 

the old States would leave their place to the "global village" due to globalization. But 

the world changed after 9/11 (2001), an event that undermined these aspirations. 

Border controls became stricter and began to be a concrete reality through the 

building barbed wire, fences, barriers and even walls. At the beginning of the 21st 

century, the construction of walls and/or border barriers has multiplied across all 

continents, which is an unprecedented phenomenon throughout history. 

Walls/barriers have become a form of dealing with real or presumed threats.3 

Contemporary walls are not intended to prevent contact with the citizens on the other 

side, as was the case with the Berlin Wall, but to keep the undesirables out. They 

define a community worthy of social and territorial protection, as well as the 

dangerous categories to be protected from. Above all, they indicate a power of 

decision (to decide the separation); a power of control (control of the movement of 

others), and a power of categorization (legitimize the separation by the stigma of the 

marginalized).4 

The construction of walls or barriers is usually motivated by several objectives: 

 Limitation of the immigration of illegal workers 

 Reducing the activity of terrorists or criminal groups 

 Preventing smuggling 

 Preventing the introduction of illegal products (drugs, weapons) 

 Preventing human or animal diseases and/or pests 

                                                           
1 MIEDER, Wolfgang, Proverbs: A Handbook. Greenwood Publishing Group,Westport-USA, January 

2004, p.70. 
2 In this document, the terms "wall", "barrier" or "fence" shall be used interchangeably to refer to a 

physical border obstacle. 
3http://borderwalls.hypotheses.org/ 
4http://www.mondialisation.ca/toujours-plus-de-murs-dans-un-monde-sans-frontieres/5411672 

http://borderwalls.hypotheses.org/
http://www.mondialisation.ca/toujours-plus-de-murs-dans-un-monde-sans-frontieres/5411672
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Border walls and barriers built from 1945 to 2011 

9/11 Fall of the Berlin Wall 

 

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, 40 countries have built barriers/fences across their 

frontiers with 64 neighboring countries. Many of them assert that this construction is 

a means to prevent security problems and illegal immigration. More than 30 of these 

decisions were taken after 9/11, 15 of them in the year 2015. Most countries in the 

Middle East have closed their borders due to the wars in Iraq, Afghanistan and Syria, 

as well as the corresponding wave of refugees. By the end of 2015, once it finishes 

its border wall with Jordan, Israel will have completely surrounded itself. In Asia, walls 

and fences/barriers have also proliferated, often designed to prevent the illicit 

movement of people and goods rather than sealing the disputed boundaries5. In 

Africa, where old walls are being rebuilt in the South and the new ones are being built 

in the North, both number (9) and extension (over 4,600 km) are surprising. 

This document will only deal with land borders, although some analysts are 

beginning to include "maritime walls", by which they mean the anti-immigration 

operations carried out by the EU in the Canary Islands and the Mediterranean6. 

 

Morocco-Saharaui democratic Arab Republic (SADR) 

The Moroccan Wall (berma) that begins in the South of Morocco crosses the Western 

Sahara, materializing the separation with the Saharawi Arab Democratic Republic 

                                                           
5(THE ECONOMIST DATA TEAM, 2015)http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2015/09/daily-

chart-10 
6(DOMINGUEZ-MUJICA, DIAZ-HERNANDEZ, & PARRENO-CASTELLANO, 2014) Borders, Fences 

and Walls: State of Insecurity? Cap 2 pp  27-51 

http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2015/09/daily-chart-10
http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2015/09/daily-chart-10
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(SADR). Its construction, which took place in 6 stages, began in August 1980 and 

ended in April 1987. With its 2,700 kilometres, it is the longest and oldest wall of 

those that remain active.7 

 

The Wall was built of sand and stone, is 1.5m wide, and between 2m and 3m high. It 

is equipped with wire fences, radars and movement sensors that complete the 

surveillance stations deployed every 3-4 km. It is reinforced with anti-tank and anti-

personnel minefields, which have made Western Sahara the place with the greatest 

density of landmines and unexploded ordnance in the world, with over 2,500 

casualties recorded since 19758 and increasing in number. 9 

 

Spain (Ceuta-Melilla)-Morocco  
 
The best-known border fences in Africa are probably those on the border between 

Morocco and the Spanish autonomous cities of Ceuta and Melilla (north of Morocco), 

as they have been subject of media attention in recent years. The fences were built 

at the beginning of the year 2000, with a length of 8 and 12 km respectively. 

In Ceuta, the first fence was built in 1993 and had a length of 8.4 km. In 1995 a 
second fence was added. In 2005, the Spanish government commissioned the 
construction of a third wall alongside the two existing ones. The new fence is 6m 

                                                           
7(KIRUGA, 2015) 
8 United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS). 
9 On August 29, 2015, a Mauritanian shepherd died as a result of a landmine explosion, when he 
grazed his herd of dromedaries a mere 200 meters from the Moroccan wall in the Western Sahara, 
southwest of the city of Tifariti (Zouerate Media)  
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high, topped with barbed wire and equipped with video cameras and noise and 
motion sensors. 
 

 

It is important to note that even the first of the three fences is within Spanish territory. 

In 1998, Morocco refused to allow the entry into its territory of any Spanish 

construction machinery, forcing them to build the walls within Spanish territory. 

Morocco is currently adding a ditch and another fence 500m away. The fence will be 

4.60m high topped with blades. The trench will have blade wire as an additional 

measure.10 

 

Morocco-Alegeria 

Morocco has repeatedly accused Algeria of being the source of illegal hashish, 

smuggling of gasoline and psychotropic substances entering the country. In addition, 

Morocco criticizes the Algerian Regulation on irregular emigration and its tolerance. 

In 2014, the press announced the construction of the wall, but it was not confirmed 

until the Moroccan Minister of the Interior, Mohamed Hassad, appeared before 

Parliament (July 15, 2014): "Morocco is building a wall with electronic sensors to 

protect against terrorist threats "11. 

Almost a year later, on the 26 May 2015, the Moroccan Prime Minister, Abdelilah 

Benkirane, acknowledged that the construction of the wall had begun. However, its 

length has not yet been revealed but it is estimated to be between 100 and 140 km. 

                                                           
10http://www.la-croix.com/Actualite/Monde/L-Europe-est-elle-une-forteresse-pour-les-migrants-2014-
01-17-1091712 
11http://geopolis.francetvinfo.fr/union-du-maghreb-arabe-les-murs-de-la-desintegration-70959 

http://www.la-croix.com/Actualite/Monde/L-Europe-est-elle-une-forteresse-pour-les-migrants-2014-01-17-1091712
http://www.la-croix.com/Actualite/Monde/L-Europe-est-elle-une-forteresse-pour-les-migrants-2014-01-17-1091712
http://geopolis.francetvinfo.fr/union-du-maghreb-arabe-les-murs-de-la-desintegration-70959
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The wall consists of a cement base 50 cm high, and a metal fence 2.5 m high. It is 
supposed to extend from Saïdia, in the northeast to the southeast of Jerada, passing 
through Oujda, covering a distance of 140 km, far from covering the entire 550 km 
common border. 
 
The Inspector General of the Royal Armed Forces (RAF) and Commander of the 

Southern Zone, General Bouchaïb Arroub, ordered the reinforcement of the military 

presence on the border with Algeria. He has requested the installation of radars and 

the creation of at least four new border posts. These posts would be under the joint 

responsibility of the army, the gendarmerie and the Auxiliary Forces, which would be 

something new12. 

According to Professor Zahreddine Taybi, Director of the Moroccan weekly Al Hadath 

Acharki, there are no security reasons for the building of this wall but an encrypted 

message for the Algerian neighbour, a message that is rather political and diplomatic. 

On the other hand, Hadda Hazem, Director General of the Algerian daily El-Fayr, 

says that she is not convinced by Rabat's arguments which she believes are 

unjustifiable, regretting that this situation is freezing the consumer markets of both 

countries, in an era in which other regions are forming and strengthening economic 

blocs. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
12  According to the Moroccan daily in Arabic language Al Massae (29/05/2015) 
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Tunesia-Libya 
 
On July 9, 2015, the Tunisian Prime Minister Habib Essid announced the 

construction of a wall on the border of Tunisia with Libya to fight terrorism. The 

project was decided shortly after the attack on the Bard Museum and the 

announcement came just weeks after the terrorist attack on a beach in Sousse. 

 

 

Located between the border posts of Ras Jedir and Dhehiba, the wall will only cover 

part (168 km) of the 460 km border between both countries. The wall, which is 

expected to be finished by 2016, will also have a ditch and multiple monitoring 

stations. 

 

Niger-Nigeria 
 
In mid-September 2015, the press reported that US soldiers were helping to build a 

wall against Boko Haram’s incursions in the area of Diffa (south-eastern Niger). This 

is an experiment that is part of President Barack Obama's new counter-terrorism 

strategy. 13 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
13http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-niger-boko-haram-idUSKCN0RI0C020150918 

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-niger-boko-haram-idUSKCN0RI0C020150918
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In Niger, Nigeria, Chad and other countries, US special forces can comparatively 

apply this low risk strategy to fight against Islamic extremists by identifying local 

partners willing to fight them. 

 

Kenya-Somalia 

The terrorist group Al Shabab14 threatened Kenya with a long war unless it removed 

its troops deployed as part of the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) in 

Somalia. 

The report of the Parliament's Security Committee on the bombing of the shopping 

centre (Westgate-Nairobi, 21st September 2013) recommended the construction of a 

wall on the Kenyan-Somali border. 

On March 23, 2015, Interior Security Minister Joseph Nkaisery announced the start 

of the construction of a 700-kilometer barrier between the Kenyan cities of Mandera 

and Kiunga on the coast, which would prevent attacks by the Somali group.15 

                                                           
14 Al Shabab: Islamist radical group, originally from Somalia, responsible for terrorist attacks on 
Kenyan soil in retaliation for sending Kenyan troops to Somalia: 

- 21st September 2013, terrorists entered heavily armed at the Westgate Mall in Nairobi, Kenya, 
firing and throwing grenades. After days of clashes with local security forces, 68 civilians were 
killed and scores injured. 

- - 2nd April 2015, terrorist attack on campus of Garissa University (NE Kenya), which left 147 dead 
students. 

15http://www.bbc.com/mundo/ultimas_noticias/2015/03/150323_ultnot_kenia_somalia_muro_wbm 

http://www.bbc.com/mundo/ultimas_noticias/2015/03/150323_ultnot_kenia_somalia_muro_wbm
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A Kenyan policeman closes the border gate at Mandera 

 

The construction of the adjacent road has been denounced by the Somali authorities 

for entering its territory, claiming that the milestones placed in the colonial era had 

been displaced. This accusation has been denied by Secretary of State of the Interior 

Joseph Nkaisery before the National Security Parliamentary Commission, stating that 

it is part of a plan to establish entry points with police, immigration and customs 

officials. 

This project runs the risk of reviving old border disagreements between Kenya and 

Somalia. 
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BOTSWANA-ZIMBABWE 

 

 

In 2003, Botswana began the construction of an electrified fence along its 480 km 

border with Zimbabwe. Officially, the justification for the building of this wall is the 

need to stop the spread of foot-and-mouth disease among livestock. Zimbabweans 

argue that the height of the fence (2.50 m) is clearly intended to prevent people from 

passing through. Botswana has responded that the fence is designed to keep 

livestock out and for those legally crossing border crossings to disinfect footwear. 

Botswana also argued that the government continues to encourage legal movements 

within the country, which did not convince the Zimbabwean government and so the 

barrier remains a source of tension between the two countries.16 

 

SouthAfrica-Zimbabwe 

Built in 1984, the fence covers 268 km of the border that separates South Africa from 

Zimbabwe and part of Mozambique, is also known as "kaftan", "nabob" and "norex"17. 

It replaced a natural hedge of sisal plants18 sown between 1980 and 1983 by the 

South African army. 19 

The design is more or less constant from Eendvogelpan (20 km east of Pontdrift on 

the border with Botswana) to the northern border of the Kruger Park with Zimbabwe. 

The Kruger Park, which has electrified fences against animals, constitutes a category  

                                                           
16 http:news.bbc.co.uk2hiafrica3582459.stm 
17  Derived from the company Norex Holdings (Pty) Ltd. Pretoria-Sudafrica.  
18 Agave / Henequen (Agave sisalana); A plant similar to cassava, is grown to obtain fiber textiles. 
19http://mgafrica.com/article/2015-04-02-kenya-plans-for-anti-terror-somalia-border-wall-here-are-six-
other-border-barriers-in-africa 

http://mgafrica.com/article/2015-04-02-kenya-plans-for-anti-terror-somalia-border-wall-here-are-six-other-border-barriers-in-africa
http://mgafrica.com/article/2015-04-02-kenya-plans-for-anti-terror-somalia-border-wall-here-are-six-other-border-barriers-in-africa
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of frontier in itself. In Vhembe there is a zone of 32 km where the electrical fence was 

not raised, as it was a route of migration for elephants. Now, it is one of the traditional 

crossing zones between Zimbabwe and South Africa.20 

The Norex security device consists of two blade wire barriers flanking a pyramid of 

spiral fence ("concertina") that protects a series of electrified wires, which were set up 

to administer a deadly discharge prior to the 1990s The fence is guarded by South 

African Army (SANDF21) posts every 10 km. 22 

In 2001, the Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation23 estimated that 

100 people were killed by the electrified fence until February 1990, when the fence 

was transformed into a non-lethal alarm system. The floods in 2001 caused serious 

damage to the fence that could not be initially repaired due to lack of budget. 

In May 2010, the government commissioned the SANDFs to resume police 

functions along the borders with Zimbabwe and Mozambique. In 2011, attempts by 

SANDFs to carry out basic repairs on the fence at Beitbridge proved unsuccessful. 

On February 19, 2012, Justice and Constitutional Development Minister Jeff Radebe 

announced that members of the South African National Defence Force (SANDF24) 

would be deployed alongside other police forces at various borders in an effort to 

strengthen security in frontier areas. The deployment included army engineers who 

would carry out reparations and maintenance.25 

                                                           
20http://chimurengachronic.co.za/three-men-a-fence-a-dead-body/ 
21 SANDF: South African National Defence Force 
22http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/rsa/fence-norex.htm 
23Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation(CSVR) http://www.csvr.org.za/ 
24 SANDF:South African National Defence Force 
25http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/rsa/fence-norex.htm 

http://chimurengachronic.co.za/three-men-a-fence-a-dead-body/
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/rsa/fence-norex.htm
http://www.csvr.org.za/
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/rsa/fence-norex.htm
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SouthAfrica-Mozambique  

The border fence between South Africa and Mozambique stretches 137km from 

Komatipoort (beginning of the Kruger Park) on the borders of Mozambique to Jeppe's 

Reef Mbuzine (border with Swaziland). In the 1940s, South African authorities started 

building it even though people moved freely across the border until 1975. 

The coming to power of the Liberation Front of Mozambique (FRELIMO) after an 

armed rebellion disturbed the apartheid26 government, as FRELIMO could provide 

the African National Congress (CNA/ANC27) with an operational base from which to 

expand its independence campaign.28 

                                                           
26 It means 'separation' in Afrikaans, the official language of South Africa: racial segregation system in South 
Africa and Namibia, then part of South Africa, in force until 1992. 
27 ANC:African National Congress. Principal partido de la oposición  
28http://mgafrica.com/article/2015-04-02-kenya-plans-for-anti-terror-somalia-border-wall-here-are-six-other-
border-barriers-in-africa 

http://mgafrica.com/article/2015-04-02-kenya-plans-for-anti-terror-somalia-border-wall-here-are-six-other-border-barriers-in-africa
http://mgafrica.com/article/2015-04-02-kenya-plans-for-anti-terror-somalia-border-wall-here-are-six-other-border-barriers-in-africa
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The walls are a comforting proposal. There is something soothing about the idea of 

isolating yourself from the outside world by pretending that you will go to sleep at 

night and that the problems of the world are not yours; that your enemies cannot get 

to you. 

But, how does this theory translate to the international perspective? Can countries 

really isolate themselves from their neighbours? Can cartographic boundaries be 

transformed into artificial barriers?29 

The walls have a double function: they allow a country to be enclosed within walls 

and perform extramural actions to control the "other" (the one which represents a 

threat or simply a risk) outside that predefined space. One must also consider bio 

politics, apart from the traditional geopolitics of the frontier, which will set the 

requirements of exclusion that will redefine the membership of the intramural social 

group.30 

 

Economic 

According to a recent study31, economic inequality would be a key factor to explain 

the construction of border walls: economic difference is a factor of instability that 

could lead to the construction of barriers, as in the “gated communities”.32 

The border control/surveillance market combines the construction of infrastructures, 

weapon systems, intelligence, as well as terrestrial, naval and air components such 

as radars and RAPs33, a set of elements that, even today, belong to the military 

sphere. In this way, the big defence industries have found in the fortification of the 

borders a new and lucrative market around which they have reorganized, recycling 

the knowledge acquired during the Cold War and benefiting from the privatization of 

the border security market.34 On the other hand, it should not be forgotten that the 

mafias of human trafficking move over 16 billion dollars a year.35 

 

The border control industry has become a vicious circle that is growing due to its own 

failures. For example, the fences of Ceuta and Melilla and the surveillance systems 

installed during the last fifteen years have moved the migratory routes towards those 

that are more dangerous. And this has created new markets for the industry.36 

 

                                                           

.29 (ALLISON, 2015) 
30(RAINFOY, 2015) 
31(CARTER & POASTZ, 2015) 
http://www.princeton.edu/~dbcarter/David_B._Carter/Research_files/walls_JCR_final.pdf 
32 Communities closed by walls and monitored by private security. 
33 RPA: Remotely Piloted Aircraft 
34 VALLET, Elisabeth Des murs d’argent » en Le Monde Diplomatique (29/11/2013) 
35According to The Migrants Files, a cross-border project carried out by fifteen journalists and 
programmers.http://www.themigrantsfiles.com/ 
36 (GRASSO, 2015) El coste de la 'fortaleza Europa' 

http://www.princeton.edu/~dbcarter/David_B._Carter/Research_files/walls_JCR_final.pdf
http://www.themigrantsfiles.com/
http://www.themigrantsfiles.com/
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Geopolitical consequences (shot-term) 

The countries of North Africa always dreamed of creating a large space like the 

European Union, but that was before walls, security barriers and terrorism, all major 

obstacles to regional integration37. Depending on the regional geopolitical situation, 

building these barriers in borers that are not clearly defined often provokes incidents 

and border skirmishes that could escalate into conflict. 

 

Immigration 

It is hard to imagine that fences will stop immigration, especially if one considers that 

the factors that force emigrants to move (poverty, conflict, environment, scarcity of 

resources, aspirations ...) continue to drive people from their homeland. It should also 

be borne in mind that the prevalence of illicit trafficking in migrants is a regional 

industry that moves billions of euros. 

 
Environment 

The border walls isolate complete ecosystems to the point of altering their 

environment and threatening many species by the mere fact of their existence in 

2003. A team from the laboratory of the University of Beijing established the 

existence of genetic changes in flora on both sides of the Great Wall of China. 

Recently, teams of biologists have demonstrated that the border wall alters the 

migration of large predators (to the point of foreseeing several extinctions in Kashmir, 

Mexico or Botswana) and insects, which will lead to changes in pollination in the 

short term.38 

Effectiveness 

The debate over these border barriers focuses on whether they actually work or only 

complicate already dire situations that can only be expected to become even more 

heated. 

Experts are divided; on the one hand the Israelis claim to have reduced by almost 

80% (from 293 to 64) the number of victims attacks by suicide bombers in the three 

years following the construction of the wall with Palestine.39 

Some authors are contemptuous, stating that the only thing these walls have in 

common is that their main function is a theatre. They provide a sense of security, but 

not real security.40 

History has shown that walls/fences/static defensive barriers have always been 

overrun, although it is true that on most occasions they have fulfilled their temporary 

deterrent effect, forcing the threat to seek new routes, postponing it in time.  

                                                           
37(BERKANI, 2015) 
38  (VALLET, 2015) 
39STEVES, Rick: The Security Fence, the Anti-Terrorism Barrier, the Wall.Huffington Post 
(18/11/2013)  
40The Guardian (10/08/2013). Review by Anthony SATTIN of the book Walls: Travels Along the 
Barricades, de Marcello DICINTO.  

http://www.theguardian.com/profile/anthony-sattin
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According to Hassan Sheikh Mohamud, president of Somalia, "we are fighting 

against an ideology, not fighters or soldiers that have their bases”. “A separation wall 

cannot stop an ideology”.41 

So why build walls? Some say that it is an announcement effect that governments 

would use to show populations increasingly sensitive to global risks. Proof of this is 

that border walls and barriers are largely the result of a unilateral decision and are 

carried out within the territory of the prescriptive State and not along the border: they 

are not built to redefine international relations but to consolidate a national base. 

Therefore, the border walls would be no more than a response to poorly controlled 

and distributed globalization. They are only a temporary solution, insofar as they act 

as a screen of a reality that is hidden.42 

 

Prospective 

Although neither the International Court of Justice, the UN’s main judicial body, nor 

the European Union have described them as illegal or have called for their 

dismantling, one must expect a large increase in allegations of territorial violations 

before international courts in the next decade 

The future economic repercussions are clear, countries will invest an increasing 

percentage of their Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the control of their borders. 

The border security market will continue to experience a significant increase43, 

accounting for a large part of R & D investment in dual-use technology. 

 

Borders are being influenced by new technologies - especially those relating to 

information and communications (ICTs). Emmanuel Brunet-Jailly44 points out that 

what we know about borders today is evolving towards aspects we have only just 

begun to understand. In addition, she points out: 

« Walls are no longer effective--people travel around, above and below walls. 

It is far more effective for governments--as do the Canadian and American 

governments--to work together to create a secure border, which is invisible to 

the eye.» 

                                                           
41 Exclusive interview granted to Voice of America (6 ABR  2015) 
http://www.voanews.com/content/somali-president-kenya-should-not-build-wall/2708740.html 
42(VALLET, 2015) 
43Vision Gain in his Border-Security-Market-Report (2015-2025) estimates the border security market 
was worth more than 16 million dollars in 2015.https://www.visiongain.com 
44 Researcher at the University of Victoria (Canada). Director of Canada's largest border research 
program. She works with over 90 researchers around the world to study the frontiers from many 
perspectives. 
http://communications.uvic.ca/research/details.php?go=1&id=611 

http://www.voanews.com/content/somali-president-kenya-should-not-build-wall/2708740.html
https://www.visiongain.com/
http://communications.uvic.ca/research/details.php?go=1&id=611
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The risks (demographic explosion, malnutrition, unemployment, desertification ...) are 

no longer dormant, all the alert indicators have been turned on, and they are 

becoming real threats (terrorism, organized crime, human trafficking...). But 

governments, instead of going to the origins of the problems, have opted for a 

defensive strategy whose long-term results we are yet to see. 

Let's hope this "turtle policy" (hiding behind the shell) makes the phrase of the 

American poet Robert Frost45 (San Francisco, March 26, 1874 - Boston, January 29, 

1963) in his poem Mending Wall a reality: 

«Good fences make good neighbours» 
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45Robert Frost (San Francisco, 26 March 1874 - Boston, 29 January 1963 ) in his poem Mending Wall. 
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